
 

 

 
 

APPLICATION AND REFERRAL 
TO THE US COMMISSION OF FINE ARTS 
FOR OLD GEORGETOWN REVIEW 

 

 

In accordance with the Old Georgetown Act of 1950 (Public Law 808, 81st Congress) this application/transmittal 

is being transmitted to the US Commission of Fine Arts (CFA) for review and recommendation before a building 

permit can be issued. Work in Georgetown is also subject to a coordinated historic preservation review under 

the DC Historic Landmark and Historic District Protection Act of 1978.  These reviews are initiated with the 

completion and submission of this form. 
 

THIS IS A REQUEST FOR THE FOLLOWING REVIEW BY THE COMMISSION OF FINE ARTS: 

□ CONCEPTUAL REVIEW to receive guidance at the early stages of design 

□ PERMIT REVIEW to receive a recommendation on building permit application No. ___________________ 

 

1. OWNER, APPLICANT, AND PROPERTY INFORMATION 
 
Project Address:                          
 

Square:        Lot:         (To find your square and lot, see www.propertyquest.dc.gov) 

 
Property Owner’s Name:                        
 

Owner Address (if different from project address):                  
 

Owner Phone:         Owner Email:                 
 

Applicant’s Name (if different from owner):                    
 

Agent’s Capacity:   □ Tenant    □ Architect    □ Contractor    □ Contract Purchaser    □ Expediter    □ Other 
 

Agent Address (if different from owner):                    
 

Agent Phone:         Agent Email:                 

□ I am currently the owner of the property 

□ I am a homeowner currently receiving the DC homestead deduction for this property 

□ I am an authorized representative of the property owner  

□ I am or represent a potential purchaser of the property  
 

2. SUBMISSION MATERIALS FOR THE COMMISSION OF FINE ARTS AND HISTORIC PRESERVATION REVIEW 

□ Drawings must be submitted in two formats:  electronic (3MB maximum size, by email or flash drive)      

and TWO paper sets (11” x 17” for conceptual review) of the following: 

□ Drawings, including, as applicable, elevations, details, and a site plan sufficient to illustrate the 

footprint, location, height, massing, design, and materials of the proposed work and its surrounding 
context; site plans should show the existing footprint of the property and adjacent buildings.  

□ comprehensive exterior photographs of the building, structure, or site and its context (showing 

adjacent buildings, immediate surroundings, and the areas of proposed work) 

For more information on submission requirements, see www.cfa.gov or contact the CFA staff at 202-504-2200 
 

3. PROJECT DESCRIPTION (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

□  Addition        □  Exterior Alteration or Repair       □   New Construction        □   Subdivision       □   Other 
 

Briefly describe the nature of the project:                    

                             

                             
 

 
HPA 

 
OG 

(over) 

See attached documentation

Georgetown Business Improvement District 

202-298-9222 ncannon@georgetowndc.com

Placement of public furnishings in streetscape and plazas and addition of treebox treatments in the

Georgetown commercial district. 

http://propertyquest.dc.gov/
http://propertyquest.dc.gov/


 

                             YES             NO          UNSURE 

Is the proposed work visible from a public street or alley?        □         □         □ 

Will there be work on the front of the building or in the front yard?     □         □         □ 

Does the project include work in public space?           □         □         □ 

Does the project include removal of roof or floor framing or bearing walls?    □         □         □ 

Is this a Fair Housing Act request for “reasonable accommodation”?     □         □         □   
 

4. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR LARGER PROJECTS 

For renovation or new construction projects exceeding 20,000 square feet, attach a full narrative description 

indicating the general nature of the project, program of uses, estimated gross floor area by use, number of 

residential units, scope of preservation work, and any other pertinent features or benefits, including aspects 

of sustainability.  Homeowners proposing work on their own house do not need to provide this information. 
 

5. EASEMENTS                          YES             NO         UNSURE 

Is there a conservation easement on the property?          □         □         □ 

If yes, have you discussed the project with the easement holder?       □         □         □ 
 

6. COMMUNITY CONSULTATION                      YES             NO         UNSURE 

Have you shared project information with abutting neighbors?       □         □         □ 

Have you contacted the affected Advisory Neighborhood Commission (ANC 2E)?   □         □         □ 

Have you contacted any neighborhood community organizations?      □         □         □ 

For more information about project review by ANC 2E, see www.anc2E.com or call the ANC at 202-338-7427 
 

7. ZONING REGULATIONS AND CONSTRUCTION CODE                 YES             NO         UNSURE 

Will the project cause a change in building footprint or lot occupancy?     □         □         □ 

Are any zoning variances or special exceptions required for the project?    □         □         □ 

 If yes, have you discussed the project with the Zoning Administrator?    □         □         □ 

 If yes, have you discussed the project with the Office of Planning?    □         □         □ 

Is any building code relief required for the project?         □         □         □ 
 

Briefly describe the nature of any zoning variances or code relief being sought:          

                             

                              

 

8. CERTIFICATION 

I hereby certify that the information given in this application is true and accurate.  If applying as an agent of 
the owner, I certify that I have the owner’s permission to make this application. 
 
Signature:                   Date:          

 
When completed, submit this form with all plans, photographs, and other attachments to the Historic Preservation Office 
(HPO) desk at the DC Permit Center, Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs, 1100 4th Street SW, 2nd floor.  Upon 
review of this submission, CFA or HPO staff may contact the owner or agent for consultation, and may request additional 
information if determined necessary to review the project. 
 

Referral to CFA or the Historic Preservation Review Board, if required, may be deferred if information is not received within 
sufficient time to allow staff evaluation and preparation for review.  All application materials are part of the public record 
and are made available to the public for inspection.  For more information, see www.cfa.gov or www.preservation.dc.gov. 

 

Historic Preservation Office 
DC Office of Planning 
(202) 442-8800 

historic.preservation@dc.gov 
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Project Overview 

Purpose

A Socially, Economically & Environmentally Sustainable 
Commercial District

Social Sustainability
Why public furniture? Furniture can assist in meeting the basic 
human needs of visitors. In the streetscape, benches provide 
respite, shade from healthy trees improve comfort and air quality 
and receptacles keep the sidewalks clear of garbage. In plazas, 
bistro seating provides places to gather, socialize, meet neighbors, 
enjoy local cuisine, take a lunch break out of the office, passively 
recreate for health or rest during a shipping trip. 

At present, the 2/3 mile stretch of M Street NW from 28th Street 
NW to 34th Street NW there are no benches or seating areas 
in the streetscape. The 2/3 mile stretch of Wisconsin Ave NW 
between Georgetown Waterfront Park and Book Hill Park has no 
public benches or seating areas in the streetscape - and has a 118’ 
vertical elevation change. There is a need for public furnishings 
to better accommodate Georgetown residents, employees, and 
visitors. 

Economic Sustainability
A commercial district inhospitable to people can suffer financially. 
With the rise of online retail, brick and mortar commercial districts 
have greater competition for patrons. Georgetown, like other 
places, is struggling with vacant store fronts. Public furniture can 
contribute to a positive shopping experience to keep customers 
coming back to support our retailers. 

Environmental Sustainability
Improved treebox treatments can support tree canopy health 
improving air quality. 

Furniture impacts the environment through materials used, 
lifespan needs, and eventual disposal. Proposed furnishing 
and treebox materials are made from recycled materials where 
possible, i.e. recycled milk jugs in HDPE furniture and recycled 
tires in the treebox material.

Furniture is maintained to prolong the lifespan such as repairing 
chipped finish, repainting items, and regularly oiling or treating 
wood. Eventually, furniture lifespans will be reached. The BID 
will evaluate options on a per piece basis such as donation or 
dismantling and recycling furniture parts. 

Fishmarket Square, photo by James Jackson, 2018     
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Masterplan Process

The process of selecting the proposed furniture, locations, and 
materials has evolved over several year. The process had 2 
components: experimentation (furniture pilots) and community 
engagement.

Experimentation

The BID purchased movable bistro furnishings for Fishmarket 
Square years ago to discourage its use as a motorcycle parking 
area. Since that time, a variety of intentional furnishings have 
been piloted in a handful of locations. 

Each piece is carefully researched ahead of time and similar 
furnishings around the region are visited to observe wear. 
Purchased furniture is piloted in a location where it can be 
closely monitored for use and wear and users are interviewed 
for additional perspectives. Camera installations have assisted 
in collecting data on furniture use over a period of consecutive 
days. This process has helped to select successful furniture for 
Georgetown.

Community Engagement 

A Placemaking Committee was formed in early 2019 with 
representatives from the Community Association of Georgetown, 
local architecture and landscape architecture firms, ANC 2E 
commissioners, BID board members, retail tenants, property 
managers and residents. The committee worked together to 
evaluate existing furniture, recommend changes and weigh in on 
furniture locations that should be prioritized or not furnished. This 
masterplan is a direct result of their work. 

Furniture Framework

Safety & Durability 

Safety and durability of public furniture is essential. The materials 
need to reduce chance of splinters and excessive heat gain. Each 
piece must hold up to year-round weather elements and daily 
public use. 

Lifecycle Cost

The BID is committed to the lifecycle costs of the proposed 
furniture and materials. This includes upfront costs, installation, 
regular maintenance, refurbishment and eventual recycling, 
donation or disposal.  

Equitability  

Furniture design impacts equitability. Benches with arms assist in 
standing up after sitting. Different seating types meet the needs 
of different people of different ages. Movable furniture ensures 
that a custom, comfortable experience can be had by all users. 

Style

Furniture in different locations around the Georgetown commercial 
district should be stylistically appropriate. Furniture in the 
streetscape is intended to support the existing historical appeal. 
Furniture in the plaza areas generally away from the streetscape is 
intended to appear temporary and not part of permanent fabric of 
Georgetown.  Appropriate styles are approachable and welcoming 
to visitors. 
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Furniture Locations 
Georgetown Commercial DistrictFurniture Locations ‐ Georgetown Commercial District

# ADJACENCY
PROPERTY 
OWNERSHIP

STREETSCAPE OR 
PLAZA

A 1111 34th St NW 34th Street corridor north of canal  DDOT Plaza
B 3333 Water St NW  Near canal towpath  NPS, Private Plaza
C 1025 33rd Street NW 33rd Street corridor north of canal  DDOT Plaza
D 1000 Potomac St NW Fishmarket Square DDOT, NPS Plaza
E 1046 Potomac St NW Canal Overlook  DDOT, Private Plaza
F 1211 Potomac St NW Near Luke's Lobster DDOT Plaza
G 3223 Grace St NW Plaza between HOK and Chaia Tacos  Private Plaza
H 1064 Wisconsin Ave NW Obelisk Plaza north of canal near Pinstripes DDOT, Private Plaza
I 950 Wisconsin Ave NW Georgetown Waterfront Park NPS Plaza
J 1070 31st St NW North of Moby Dick DDOT Plaza
K 1050 Thomas Jefferson St NW Office buildling DDOT, Private Plaza
L 1058 30th St NW C & O Canal Lock 3 NPS Plaza
M 2929 M St NW In front of SunTrust Bank DDOT Streetscape
N 2799 M St NW Plaza west of Mieg's Park NPS, DDOT Streetscape 
O 2601 M St NW Sidewalk by Rose Park DPR Streetscape
P 3250 Prospect St NW North of Wawa DDOT Streetscape
Q 3206 N St NW Plaza near Sid Mashburn Private Plaza 
R  3205 N St NW On south side of Papyrus DDOT Streetscape
S 3207 O St NW East of Wingo's DDOT Plaza
T 3317 P St NW Near Chase Bank DDOT Streetscape
U 1629 Wisconsin Ave NW Near Illusions of Georgetown  DDOT Streetscape  
V 1633 Wisconsin Ave NW Near DC Lash Bar DDOT Streetscape  
W 1645 Wisconsin Ave NW In setback by Patisserie Poupon Private Plaza
X 1666 Wisconsin Ave NW Landscaped Triangle DDOT Plaza

Plaza

       ADDRESS

Y 1699 Wisconsin Ave NW Near Book Hill Park DPR 

Receptacles are located throughout the Georgetown commercial district to accommodate cleanliness.

Locations with existing furnishings are highlighted in yellow.
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Furniture Locations 
Georgetown Commercial District 

Legend    
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Furniture Location Images

Additional Information
The following images correspond to the lettered furniture locations 
listed in the spreadsheet on page 4. Images typically represent 
areas without furnishings present.  

Exact locations of furniture elements are negotiated with the 
applicable property owners and permitting agencies during 
the permitting process. In areas where pedestrian clear zones 
are not relevant, reasonable walking paths are maintained to 
accommodate pedestrian traffi  c fl ow and maximize the safety and 
comfort of visitors. 
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Streetscapes 

Approach

The Georgetown commercial district streetscape is defined as the 
area from the curb to building facades, generally located in the 
right-of-way. It is comprised of pedestrian clear zones for walking 
and adjacent furniture zones where receptacles, street trees, light 
poles, utility boxes and other streetscape elements are located.  

Proposed streetscape furniture is intended to support the 
historical appeal of the existing streetscape aesthetic represented 
in light pole ornamentation and some facade and metal detailing 
on buildings. 

All furniture locations adhere to DDOT standards for pedestrian 
clear zones and other safety and accessibility regulations. Additional 
furniture is not widely proposed, only in select locations such as 
where resting points provide necessary reprieve to visitors. 

Colors & Materials
1. Rolled or cast metals with black finish such as powder coating 
2. FSC Certified wood suitable and treated for outdoor use

Victor Stanley C-10          DuMor Bench 57

Broxap Parkgate     Broxap Eastgate

Furniture  

Benches

The following bench styles are being considered for use in the 
Georgetown commercial district. Each can be manufactured 
in various lengths with intermediate armrests to discourage 
unwanted behavior such as horizontal sleeping. Benches will 
have high quality wood such as Ipe and back coated metal frame 
pieces. Approved equals from manufacturers other than those 
listed may be used.   

A bench similar to the Parkgate style appears in Rose Park. Benches 
similar to the C-10 and 57 appear in NPS parks in Georgetown and 
on private property such as location G of the masterplan. Note 
that wood colors shown may not be typical of proposed wood.

Examples of proposed colors and 
materials: hardwood Iroko slats with 
black powder coated cast iron frame



Preferred Bench Design

Additional Information
The BID feels that any of the presented bench designs 
would be appropriate for streetscape use in the commercial 
district. The BID is interested in receiving comments on all 
bench designs presented. 

It is the BIDs assessment that the Eastgate bench which 
does not already appear on NPS land or privately owned 
plazas in Georgetown is particularly well suited for urban 
streetscape use. It is more erect as opposed to feeling lounge-like. 
The ironwork in the armrests is stylistically appropriate and 
complementary of existing architectural features seen in the 
streetscape. It is somewhat distinct (yet constrained) as the 
Georgetown commercial district is distinct from parks and 
neighboring communities.  
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Planter forms and self-watering system diagram

Current receptacleRodent resistant receptacle, will have pull-
down access and a black finish

Planters

Strategically placed and well-maintained planters can be an 
assert in the Georgetown commercial district. Planters can create 
separation between walking paths and resting areas and signal 
a managed streetscape where deviant behavior is not tolerated. 

The self-watering planters are black plastic in simple forms. The 
bottom half of each planter is water basin filled every few weeks 
instead of requiring top-watering on an almost daily basis. This 
reduces the amount of water and maintenance resources needed.  

 

Rodent Resistant Receptacles

Waste and recycling receptacles throughout the Georgetown 
commercial district are a commonly used food source for rodents. 
The BID is committed to reducing rodent populations to improve 
public health and the visitor experience. 

Quality rodent resistant receptacles designed for streetscape 
use are not widely marketed. The BID has approached furniture 
manufacturer Victor Stanley about providing a customized 
receptacle that minimizes rodent activity. This new proposed style 
of receptacle will be piloted this year for potential wider-spread 
use. 

Maintenance

Daily
Receptacle rims are wiped daily and waste and recycling is properly 
disposed of. Other streetscape garbage and leaves are removed. 
Visible spills on furnitures are cleaned. Noticeable damaged is 
reported and repairs are scheduled. 

Seasonally
Planter reservoirs are filled every few weeks during warmer 
months and plants are changed seasonally. Wood bench slats are 
treated for outdoor wear. Touch-ups to the finish are applied.
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Treebox Treatments 

Overview
 ▪ The variety of treebox treatments in the Georgetown 

commercial district cause problems that range from tree 
health and pedestrian safety to aesthetics. 

 ▪ The OGB previously recommended a porous bonded rubber 
and gravel pavement (documentation attached). Pilots of this 
treatment have aged to look like asphalt. 

 ▪ The BID proposes a similar all-rubber pavement in a warmer 
color with a different binder to achieve a more desirable result.

 ▪ The BID proposes a similar shredded bonded rubber product 
for raised-edge or otherwise non-walkable treeboxes.

Treebox Issues 

Treebox treatments in the Georgetown commercial district consist 
of gravel, bark mulch, metal tree grates, raised edges, treebox 
fences, additional tree rings, bonded rubber pavement, asphalt 
cold patches, compacted soil and combinations of the above. 
These conditions negatively impact the following:
1. Tree health. Loose material is compacted from foot traffic 

reducing the amount of air in the soil. Tree roots cannot 
receive the water and nutrients needed threatening the life of 
the tree and restricting canopy size. 

2. Pedestrian safety. Loose gravel and mulch spill out of the 
treeboxes creating a tripping hazard on the sidewalk. 
Compacted treebox material creates a tripping hazard between 
the lowered material and sidewalk elevation (image). Broken 
treebox fences have sharp metal edges causing injuries. 

3. Walkable pedestrian space. Treeboxes with inconsistent 
elevations and non-walkable surfaces are avoided by 
pedestrians reducing the walkable area for crowds on already 
narrow sidewalks. 

4. Aesthetics.  Inconsistent treebox treatments with maintenance 
issues do not contribute to the unity and continuity of the 
Georgetown streetscape aesthetic. Spilled mulch and exposed 
rodent mesh is unsightly. 

5. Maintenance. Daily sweeping of treebox mulches that have 
spilled out of the boxes from pedestrian activity is a strain on 
resources. 

6. Rodent control. Rats and other rodents burrow in treeboxes 
with loose surface material kicking up soil and mulch, 
increasing tripping hazards, threatening public health, and 
reducing the desirability of Georgetown. Metal mesh is added 
to treeboxes with rodent issues to discourage rodent activity. 

 

Typical compacted gravel in a treebox with resulting tripping hazard 

Extreme example of treebox treatment by adjacent property manager
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Proposed Solution

Walkable Treebox Treatment
Install porous bonded rubber pavement in a warm brown color in 
treeboxes that are at grade level on M Street NW and Wisconsin 
Ave NW and other streets with constricted sidewalks in the 
Georgetown commercial district. Material to be smoothed flat to 
match level of adjacent sidewalk. 

Rubber nugget pieces are from recycled rubber and dyed. Binder 
is urethane rubber. 

Non-walkable Treeboxes
Install a bonded rubber mulch in bark brown color in treeboxes 
that are not accessible such as having a raised edge, a treebox 
fence, or are on side streets with adequately wide sidewalks and 
little need to walk inside the treebox area. Treebox treatment is to 
be finished with natural mounding to imitate a loose bark mulch 
product. 

Shredded rubber is recycled and dyed. Binder is urethane rubber. 

Installation Notes
 ▪ Treeboxes along a block or stretch of sidewalk are to be 

treated consistently. 
 ▪ Removal of existing tree grates to be on a case-by-case basis 

with a preference to leave in-tact tree grates that are not a 
tripping hazard or damaging the tree. 

 ▪ Treeboxes on side streets maintained by property owners 
with plantings and lights will not be resurfaced at this time. 
There are limited if any instances of treeboxes maintained in 
a desirable fashion by property owners or retailers on M Street 
NW or Wisconsin Ave NW in the Georgetown commercial 
district. 

Alternative Treatments
1. It is our understanding that existing treegrates were initially 

removed due to damage to trees and growth of roots which 
prevented obstructed grates from laying flat. 

2. Plantings are difficult and costly to maintain and reduce the 
amount of walkable area along narrow sidewalks.

3. Loose gravel and bark mulches are messy and allow compaction 
of root-zone soil when trod upon. 

4. Porous pavement prevents soil compaction improving tree 
health, can be installed as a walkable surface increasing 
walkable area, improves aesthetics, and can be installed and 
maintained in a cost-efficient manner.  

Worn bonded rubber/gravel 
pavement appearing like asphalt 

Proposed 
product 

Enlargement

Proposed non-walkable treatment



Treebox Plan 

Additional Information

Treebox Map 

All treeboxes within the Georgetown 
BID boundaries shown to the right 
will be assessed for potential porous 
pavement treatments. 

Constricted Sidewalks

Constricted sidewalks are qualifi ed 
by the width of the pedestrian clear 
zones in combination with the amount 
of foot traffi  c received. The BID uses 
pedestrian counting devices to measure 
foot traffi  c throughout Georgetown. 

Constricted sidewalks within the BID 
boundaries include: 

1. M Street NW between 29th and 
35th Streets NW 

2. Wisconsin Ave NW between South 
Street and Reservoir Road

3. Grace Street NW
4. Potentially other streets per further 

analysis 

GRACE ST

SOUTH ST
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Plazas 

Approach
Plaza furnishings are meant to appear temporary and seasonal. 
While it is important that the colors and materials are appropriate 
for Georgetown, they are not meant to appear as original or 
historical design elements. These furnishings are to evoke public 
use, animate plazas, and appear comfortable and approachable. 
Plaza furniture is most successful when it can be moved short 
distances by visitors to customize their experiences. 

Colors & Materials
1. Metal with blue (RAL 5005) or black finish such as powder 

coating 
2. Recycled high-density polyethylene (HDPE) in blue RAL 5005) 

or black with UV protectants
3. FSC Certified wood suitable and treated for outdoor use

Colored HDPE and metals will inevitably experience some fade 
and wear with exposure to the elements and regular use. Colors 
are purchased to match as closely as possible by some variation 
is expected.  

Furniture 

Core Furniture

Core plaza furnishings consist of bistro tables and chairs, umbrellas 
for shade, and planters. See attached documentation for furniture 
information.

Bistro Seating

Basic seating for individuals and groups provides areas to eat, 
rest, read, work, and other activities. The movable nature of the 
tables and chairs allows users to adjust for comfort by moving in 
or out of shade or accommodating a larger group. The tables and 
chairs are cabled together near the ground to prevent theft.

Both bistro sets shown below are classic styles associated 
with Parisian streets and gardens. These forms contribute to a 
meaningful Georgetown experience. Different bistro table and 
chair types are not mixed at single location. 

Traditional Folding Bistro Set Luxembourg Stacking Bistro Set

Metal with black finish, blue HDPE and wood with outdoor finish
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Umbrellas

Shade is an essential component 
of comfortable seating during 
warm summer months. Where tree 
canopies are insufficient or missing 
altogether, umbrellas are used. 
Umbrella canopies are blue weather-
resistant woven polypropylene fiber 
fabric with heavy black metal bases. 
Visitors typically do not try to move 
the umbrellas due to their weight 
but sometimes open and close the 
canopies. 

The blue canopies are sometimes visible down a street and signify 
a seating area before the tables and chairs are visible. 

Planters

A year-round show of shrubs and flowers add the color and 
warmth to plazas. Careful maintenance sends a message that 
plazas are maintained and not locations for deviant behavior. 
The self-watering planters are black plastic in simple forms. The 
bottom half of each planter is water basin filled every few weeks 
instead of requiring top-watering on an almost daily basis. This 
reduces the amount of water and maintenance resources needed.  

Accent Furniture 

Accent furnishings consist of more novel pieces for lounging such 
as but not limited to armchairs, rocking chairs, and swings. These 
pieces are used sparingly and complement the core furnishings. 
Using different types of accent furniture in plazas makes each 
plaza a unique, discoverable destination, i.e. rocking chairs are 
only found at the 33rd Street plaza. Many types of accent furniture 
are not meant to be mixed in single locations.

Maintenance

Daily
Bistro tables are wiped down and other visible spills and garbage 
is removed. Receptacle rims are wiped. Plazas are swept and 
furniture is relocated if obstructing walking paths. Umbrella 
canopies are opened or closed, weather dependent.  

Weekly
Seating furniture is wiped down, checked for damage and attended 
to. Weeds are pulled. Walls, fenced, and other surfaces are swept 
or wiped down. Plants are trimmed as needed.  

Seasonally
Wood is treated, spot touches on metal finished are performed. 
Planters are replanted in spring and late fall and water reservoirs 
are filled every few weeks.

Examples of accent furniture 

Blue umbrella 
canopy with 

black base

Planter forms and self-watering system diagram
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Signage 

Signs are to be selectively used in some plaza areas to communicate 
the concepts listed below. Not all concepts to be present on each 
sign; messaging to be catered to each location and. Messaging on 
signs to be simple, clear, readable, and uncluttered. No commercial 
or other advertising on signs.  
1. Public nature of furnishings, especially when furnishings are 

located near a food vendor, i.e. at Canal Overlook which is next 
to a coffee shop. The logo “PUBLIC SPACES BY GEORGETOWN 
DC” may be used to communicate this. 

2. Name of plaza if applicable to foster a sense of place.
3. Encouragement of positive social behavior such as cleaning 

up garbage after oneself where appropriate.
4. Discouragement of unlawful activities where issues exist such 

as use of marijuana.

Signs
 ▪ Blue PVC or similar (metal signs became bent and scratched)
 ▪ Rounded corners for safety 
 ▪ Up to 18”x18” on upright stands bolted at top and bottom
 ▪ Up to 8”x8” in/on planters, bolted to planter or adhered to 

metal stake 
 ▪ White lettering with red accents ½” - 1 ½” in height 

Upright Stands
 ▪ Metal with black finish
 ▪ Base semi-permanently fastened to the ground
 ▪ Single vertical pole
 ▪ Up to 42” high including sign to keep eye-level views clear 
 ▪ Sign centered horizontally on pole, typically 2-sided

Planter Stakes:
 ▪ Metal with black finish
 ▪ Sign centered horizontally on stake, 1-sided 

Examples of signs 

# SIGNS ANTICIPATED

A 1111 34th St NW 1 sign on stand
B 3333 Water St NW  1 sign in/on planter
C 1025 33rd Street NW 1 sign on stand
D 1000 Potomac St NW 2 signs on stands
E 1046 Potomac St NW 2 signs on stands
F 1211 Potomac St NW 1 sign in/on planter
G 3223 Grace St NW No signs
H 1064 Wisconsin Ave NW 1 sign on stand
I 950 Wisconsin Ave NW No signs
J 1070 31st St NW 1 sign in/on planter
K 1050 Thomas Jefferson St NW 2 signs on structure
L 1058 30th St NW No signs
M 2929 M St NW No signs
N 2799 M St NW 1 sign on stand
O 2601 M St NW No signs
P 3250 Prospect St NW No signs
Q 3206 N St NW 1 sign on stand
R  3205 N St NW No signs
S 3207 O St NW 2 signs on structure
T 3217 P St NW No signs
U 1629 Wisconsin Ave NW No signs
V 1633 Wisconsin Ave NW No signs
W 1645 Wisconsin Ave NW 1 sign in/on planter
X 1666 Wisconsin Ave NW 1 sign on stand
Y 1699 Wisconsin Ave NW 1 sign in/on planter

       ADDRESS
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Furniture activation at 33rd Street NW north of the C & O Canal, photo by Sam Kittner, 2019
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February 22, 2014 

John Thomas 
Urban Forestry Administration 
55 M Street, S.E. 
Washington, DC 20003 

Dear Mr. Thomas, 

In consultation with ANC2E and representatives of the Citizens Association of Georgetown, I am pleased 
to write in support of the proposed use of Flexi‐Pave instead of brick or other materials for the tree 
boxes in the Georgetown Business Improvement District.  The use of this flexible porous paving material 
presents itself as an acceptable solution to provide growing space for the trees while protecting the tree 
boxes from undesirable damage due to foot traffic on our heavily traveled sidewalks in Georgetown. 

We appreciate the initiative taken by the BID in developing this proposal to install Flexi‐Pave and in 
drawing in community members to evaluate its use. 

Sincerely, 
[signed] 
Tom Birch 
Commissioner 
ANC 2E‐06 

SIGNED LETTER  SUBMITTED TO DDOT 02/22/2014 
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https://www.cfa.gov/records-research/project-search/cfa-16jul15-j 1/1

CFA 16/JUL/15-j
LOCATION:
M Street and Wisconsin Avenue, NW in Old Georgetown Historic District 
Washington, DC 

OWNER:
D.C. Department of Transportation, Urban Forestry Administration

PROPERTY:
Public sidewalks

DESCRIPTION:
Install porous flexible paving (Flexipave) to cover tree boxes

REVIEW TYPE:
Final

PREVIOUS REVIEW:
CFA 17/APR/14-k

Recommendation
No objection to the installation of porous flexible paving (Flexipave) to cover the tree boxes along M Street and
Wisconsin Avenue, NW in the Old Georgetown Historic District, in the "coffee" color, composition, and texture as shown
in the mock-up installation at Thomas Jefferson Street, NW near the intersection with M Street. Refer to DC Historic
Preservation Office.

https://www.cfa.gov/records-research/project-search/cfa-17apr14-k
















 
GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Advisory Neighborhood Commission 2E 
3265 S Street, NW • Washington, DC  20007 

(202) 724-7098  • anc2e@dc.gov • www.anc2e.com 

ANC 2E Public Meeting 
Monday, March 31, 2014 

at 6:30 p.m. 
 

We will be meeting this month at the Georgetown Visitation School, 35th 

 and Volta Place, Heritage Room, first building on left by gatehouse, 2nd floor 
 

Approval of the Agenda 
 
 Approval of March 31, 2014, ANC 2E Public Meeting Agenda 

 
Administrative 
   

• Approval of March 3, 2014, Meeting Minutes 
• Public Safety and Police Report  
• Financial Report 
• Transportation Report  
• DPW Report 

 
Community Comment 
 

• Nike Half Marathon at the Waterfront 
• Georgetown BID discussion of : 

1. Installation of FlexiPave material on tree beds on M Street and on 
Wisconsin Avenue 

2. French Market plans 
3. Bicycle rack plans 
4. C&O Canal dock 

 
New Business 
 

• DC Water re upstream fracking 
• Wisconsin Ave/Whitehaven/35th Street - new traffic signal and traffic pattern 
• Concerts in the Parks 2014 – Sunday, May 18, Volta Park, Sunday, June 15th, 

Volta Park, Sunday, July 13, Rose Park 
• Nation’s Triathlon – Sunday, September 7, 2014 

http://www.anc2e.com/
ncannon
Highlight
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• 3040 O Street, NW – Temporary closing of the alley for 4 hours 
• Delivery schedule for new trash cans 

 
DDOT Public Space 
 

• 1912 35th Street, NW, DDOT Tracking Number 92472, Application to occupy 
public space for the purpose of Paving:  Driveway(s) Repair or Replace, Fixture: 
Wall/Fence Combo, Projections: Balcony, Projections:  Stoop & Steps (April 7) 

• 2810 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, DDOT Tracking Number 92496, Application to 
occupy public space for the purpose of PS Rental:  Sidewalk Café (unenclosed).  
(April 7) 

 
ABC 
 

• 1855 Wisconsin Ave, NW, ABRA License No. 75687, Safeway - hours for ABC 
license  

 
Old Georgetown Board 
 

MAJOR AND PUBLIC PROJECTS 
 

SMD 03, Government of the District of Columbia, Department of General 
Services, 3219 O Street, NW, OG 14-020  (HPA 14-024)  Hyde – Addison 
Elementary School, Addition, Concept 
 

 SMD 05, M Street and Wisconsin Avenue, NW, Government of the District of 
Columbia, DC DDOT – Urban Forestry Administration, Installation of FlexiPave 
material on tree beds on M Street and on Wisconsin Avenue, Final 
 
SMD 05, 3601-3607 M Street, NW, OG 14-113  (HPA 14-220)  Residential, New 
building, Concept 

 
PRIVATE PROJECTS: 
 

1. SMD 07, 2703 P Street, NW, OG 14-126  (HPA 14-265)  Residence, One-
story rear addition, Concept 

2. SMD 03, 1236 33rd Street, NW, OG 14-135  (HPA 14-275)  Residence, 
Demolition of rear garage, new garage, Concept 

3. SMD 03, 3422 P Street, NW, OG 14-144  (HPA 14-284)  Residence, 
Alterations to carriage house, Concept 

4. SMD 05, 3000 M Street, NW, OG 14-130  (HPA 14-270)  Mixed-use, Partial 
demolition, addition, alterations, Concept 

5. SMD 05, 3241 M Street, NW, OG 14-119  (HPA 14-233)  Commercial, 
Awning and sign – Bandolero – existing, Permit 

6. SMD 05, 3604 Prospect Street, NW, OG 14-139  (HPA 14-279)  Residence, 
Alterations to rear, decks, awnings, replacement windows, Permit 
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7. SMD 06, 1231-1235  31st Street, NW, OG 14-137  (HPA 14-277)  
Alterations, Concept 

8. SMD 06, 3025 M Street, NW, OG 14-129  (HPA 14-268)  Commercial, 
Awning and signs – American Apparel – existing, Permit 

 
No Review At This Time by ANC 2E: The following additional projects, which are on 
the upcoming April 3, 2014, agenda of the Old Georgetown Board, have not been added 
to the ANC meeting agenda for OGB-related design review and we do not propose to 
adopt a resolution on them at this time.  If there are concerns about any of these projects, 
please contact the ANC office by Friday, March 28, 2014. 
 

1. SMD 02, 1660 34th Street, NW, OG 14-062  (HPA 14-104)  Residence, Rear 
additions, demolition and reconstruction of front façade, Revised Concept 

2. SMD 02, 3205 R Street, NW, OG 14-127  (HPA 14-266)  Residence, 
Alterations to pool house, Concept 

3. SMD 02, 3413 R Street, NW, OG 14-140  (HPA 14-280)  Residence, 2-story 
rear addition plus basement to replace porch, Concept 

4. SMD 02, 3223 Volta Place, NW, OG 14-118  (HPA 14-230)  Residence, 
Alterations to rear yard, brick wall, fence, pavers for parking pad, Permit 

5. SMD 03, 1512 33rd Street, NW, OG 14-136  (HPA 14-276)  Residence, 
Replacement fence, Permit 

6. SMD 03, 3403 O Street, NW, OG 14-128  (HPA 14-267)  Residence, 
Replacement windows, alterations to rear, Permit 

7. SMD 03, 3238 P Street, NW, OG 14-103  (HPA 14-206)  Residence, Two-
story rear addition, Concept 

8. SMD 03, 3240 P Street, NW, OG 14-053  (HPA 14-077)  Commercial, 2-
story rear addition plus basement, Revised Concept 

9. SMD 03, 3107 Dumbarton Street, NW, OG 14-058  (HPA 14-100)  
Residence, 2-story rear addition to replace 2-story porch, Revised Concept 

10. SMD 04, 3700 O Street, NW, OG 14-132  (HPA 14-272)  Georgetown 
University - Athletic Training Facility, New construction, Concept—design 
development 

11. SMD 04, 3700 O Street, NW, OG 14-141  (HPA 14-281)  Georgetown 
University – New Science Center, ADA ramp and curb-cut 

12. SMD 05, 3000 K Street, NW, OG 14-133  (HPA 14-273)  Mixed-use, Wall 
mounted antenna for Verizon Wireless, Concept 

13. SMD 05, 3286 M Street, NW, OG 14-034  (HPA 14-051)  Commercial, 
Signs for parking lot, Permit 

14. SMD 05, 3323 Cady’s Alley, NW, OG 14-121  (HPA 14-236)  Commercial, 
Banner sign – Artist’s Proof Gallery, Permit 

15. SMD 05, 1209-1211 Potomac Street, NW, OG 14-070  (HPA 14-112)  
Restaurant (Georgetown Cupcake), Alteration to first floor window, 2nd floor 
replacement windows  – existing, Permit 

16. SMD 05, 1025 Thomas Jefferson Street, NW, OG 14-138  (HPA 14-278)  
Office building, Alterations to paving, Concept 
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17. SMD 05, 1045 Wisconsin Avenue, NW, OG 14-131  (HPA 14-271)  
Residential, Alteration, Permit – revised design 

18. SMD 05, 1251 Wisconsin Avenue, NW, OG 14-142  (HPA 14-282)  
Commercial, Back-lit sign, graphics – Reebok, Permit 

19. SMD 06, 1510 30th Street, NW, OG 14-134  (HPA 14-274)  Residence, Site 
work: stairs, replacement fence, paving, Permit 

20. SMD 06, 2715 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, OG 14-102  (HPA 14-205)  
Commercial, Signs - Valero gas station, Permit 

21. SMD 07, 1601 30th Street, NW, OG 14-123  (HPA 14-262)  Residence, 
Brick wall and gate to replace fence, Permit 

22. SMD 07, 3028 Cambridge Place, NW, OG 14-100  (HPA 14-203)  
Residence, Replacement windows, Permit 

23. SMD 08, 3700 O Street, NW, OG 14-125  (HPA 14-264)  Georgetown 
University – Healy Hall, Restoration, Concept 

 
 
March 27, 2014, 6:00 pm 
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On Feb 22, 2014, at 7:46 PM, "Tom Birch" <bircht@earthlink.net> wrote: 

Dear Mr. Thomas, 

The attached letter expresses support for the use of Flexi‐Pave for the 
tree boxes in the Georgetown BID.  I hope this is helpful to you in 
moving forward with this project. 

Thank you for your interest in this matter. 

I should also call to your attention a matter of concern at this time 
regarding the appropriate installation of tree box fences in our 
community.  I believe you have heard from Commissioner Ron Lewis on 
this topic. 

Sincerely, 

Tom Birch 
Commissioner 
ANC 2E‐06 

<Treeboxes Flexi-Pave.docx> 

Look out for the homeless this winter. When the actual or forecasted 
temperature or wind chill is 32 degrees F or below, the District issues a 
Hypothermia Alert. To request support for persons who are homeless and on the 
street now, contact the Shelter Hotline at 1‐800‐535‐7252 or 311 or email 
uposh@upo.org. 

Virus-free. www.avg.com 



 

 

 
 



 

 

Georgetown BID Goals for Tree boxes 
• Promotes healthy Tree canopy for Georgetown 
• Reduce constant turnover of trees 
• Provide additional sidewalk space – reduce tripping hazards 
• Enhance visual appearance of sidewalks and public space 

 

Type of 
Tree box 

Walk able 
sidewalk space 

Benefits to the trees Rodent activity Maintenance  Other, costs 

Grates 
 

Provides 
additional 

Provides oxygen, water, 
protects roots 

Preventing rodent 
activity difficult 
process 

Requires maintenance plan for 
expansion of rings as trees 
grow 

City currently won’t 
permit 
 
About $2,000 per box to 
install 

Flexi pave Provides 
additional 

Provides oxygen, water and 
protects roots 

Eliminate rodent 
activity 

Maintenance free unless tree 
has to be removed 

About $1500 per box 
 
DDOT may share costs 
 
No permit restrictions 

Planting 
(flowers or 
others) 

Reduces  
sidewalk space 

May provide oxygen, water 
or help root system 

Preventing rodent 
activity difficult 
process 

Regular plantings maintenance Require regular 
commitment by  
property management  
or BID 

nothing 
 

Can create 
tripping hazards 

often times leads to soil 
compaction,  

Nothing to stop 
rodent activity 

NA looks bad, tripping 
hazard 

 



HEALTHIER TREES FOR GEORGETOWN
--A GEORGETOWN BID/DDOT PILOT PROJECT / MARCH 2013--

THIS FLEXI®-PAVE MATERIAL PROTECTS TREE ROOTS  
AND INCREASES THE SUPPLY OF WATER 

AND OXYGEN TO THE TREE. 

WE ARE TESTING THE APPEARANCE AND DURABILITY 
AT SEVERAL LOCATIONS IN THE GEORGETOWN 

COMMERCIAL DISTRICT.  

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR FEEDBACK:
www.georgetowndc.com/content/georgetown-streets

202-298-9222

georgetowndc.com



 • 1/4” (7mm) steel frames.
 • Suitable for all year round use in extreme weather conditions 24/7 - 365 days a year 

for all indoor and outdoor applications.
 • The steel frames are treated in a multi-stage proprietary process to prevent rust...will 

not peel, crack or blister!
 • Painted with our superior quality, Architectural Grade powder coating in a choice of  

ten standard colors. 
 • European Chestnut wood with a rich Walnut stain and sealed with a protective clear 

coating is standard or the wood can be painted with our superior quality paint.



Nova #858 Designer: Centro Ricerche EMU

Special Order Ship Finishes:

16 
A/Marine 

Blue

17 
A/Military 

Green

22 A/Iron 23 
A/White

24 
A/Black 

26 
A/Maple 

Red

32 A/Ice 
White

37 A/Moss 
Grey

41 
A/Bronze

48 A/Navy 50 
A/Cherry

60 
A/Green

61 A/Blue 62 
A/Curry 
Yellow

71 
A/Taupe 

72 
A/Cloud 

Grey

73 
A/Cement

75 A/Dark 
Green

86 
A/Corten

95 
A/Sand 

 

DETAILS

 H
29"

W
27.5"

D
27.5"

TS
28" Sq"

Lbs
26

Outdoor/Indoor Stacking Table

E-coated powder coat finish

Stackability: 9

Top: Solid Steel

Base: Square Steel Legs

Assembly Required: Yes

SHIPPING

Master Pack Quantity: 6

Master Pack Dimensions: 38.5"x47"x47"

Master Pack Weight: 208 Lbs.

Freight Class: 85

FOB: PA 17042

emuamericas LLC
T:(800) 726-0368
emuamericas.com



Luxembourg Garden Style Bistro Chair 



CANOPY

• Royal blue canopy color
• Octogon shape
• Wind vent on top
• 
• 
• 

• 
• Model CAEFFO908

BASE

• Cast iron
• 
• 
• 
• Model CRLY903



 

Metropolitan Tapered Square 
Model: EPMTS-32 

 

 

 
 
 

www.EarthPlanter.com * Phone: 877.815.9276 * Email: sales@earthplanter.com 

EPMTS-32 Spec Sheet rev. 2018c 

Key Features; 

Arrives Fully Assembled  no separate parts, no 
wicks or wicking material to install 
Industry Leading Design  eliminates the need for 
top watering & delivers superior results in the 
toughest commercial environments 
Water Overflow  internal assembly provides 
superior protection from over-watering while 
eliminating unsightly holes, insect intrusion and 
potential clogging 
Colors  highest quality stone effect colors are 
included at no additional charge 

 

Specifications; 

Dimensions: x 26    
Planting Tray Depth: 14  
Water Capacity: 30 Gallons 
Product Weight:  

o 40 lbs. (ship weight) 
o 500+ lbs. with water and wet soil 

Soil Capacity: 4.3 Cubic Feet  Pro Mix BX or equivalent soil 
required 
Planters per Pallet: up to 6 
Watering Cycle: once every 2-3 weeks (average) 
Material: LLDPE, Linear Low-Density Polyethylene. 
Embedded with UV Inhibitors to protect against sun fade. 
Manufacturing: Rotational Molded for strength & 
durability 
Colors: Sandstone, Millstone, Gray Granite, Blackstone, 
Rich Terra Cotta 
Stackable: Yes 
Winterized: Yes  
100% Made in the USA 

Blackstone, 



 

 

Model: EPMV-41 Large Urban Vase 

 

 

 

                   
 

www.EarthPlanter.com 
Phone: 877.815.9276 * Email: sales@earthplanter.com 

EPMV-41 Sell Sheet rev. 2017b 

Key Features; 

Arrives Fully Assembled  no separate parts, no wicks or 
wicking material to install 
Industry Leading Design  eliminates the need for top 
watering & delivers superior results in the toughest 
commercial environments 
Water Overflow  internal assembly provides superior 
protection from over-watering while eliminating unsightly 
holes, insect intrusion and potential clogging  
Colors  highest quality stone effect colors are included at 
no additional charge 

 
Specifications; 

Dimensions: 4 36  
Planting Tray Depth: 19  
Water Capacity: 40 Gallons 
Product Weight:  

o 48 lbs. (ship weight) 
o 550+ lbs. with water and wet soil 

Soil Capacity: 7.3 Cubic Feet  Pro Mix BX or equivalent 
soil required 
Planters per Pallet: up to 4 
Watering Cycle: once every 2-3 weeks (mid-summer 
average) 
Material: LLDPE, Linear Low-Density Polyethylene 
Embedded with UV Inhibitors to protect against sun fade 
Manufacturing: Rotational Molded for strength & 
durability 
Colors: Sandstone, Millstone, Gray Granite, Blackstone, 
Rich Terra Cotta 
Stackable: Yes 
Winterized: Yes  
100% Made in the USA 

Blackstone, 



 

Model: EPUR-40 Urban Rectangle 

 

              
 (above image is the Metropolitan Tapered Rectangle) 

 
 
 

www.EarthPlanter.com 
Phone: 877.815.9276 * Email: sales@earthplanter.com 

EPUR-40 Sell Sheet rev. 2018_5.18 

Key Features; 

Arrives Fully Assembled  no separate parts, no 
wicks or wicking material to install 
Industry Leading Design  eliminates the need or 
top watering & delivers superior results in the 
toughest commercial environments 
Water Overflow  internal assembly provides 
superior protection from over-watering while 
eliminating unsightly holes, insect intrusion and 
potential clogging  
Colors  highest quality stone effect colors are 
included at no additional charge 

 
Specifications; 

Dimensions: 40     
Planting Tray Depth: 12  
Water Capacity: 23 Gallons 
Product Weight:  

o 38 lbs. (ship weight) 
o 300+ lbs. with water and wet soil 

Soil Capacity: 3.0 Cubic Feet  Pro Mix BX or equivalent soil 
required 
Top Water Fill Ports: 2 (street and curb side for easy 
access). Reservoir can be filled from either port. 
Sidewall Expansion/Contraction: 5-10%  
Planters per Pallet: up to 8 
Watering Cycle: once every 2-3 weeks (average) 
Material: LLDPE, Linear Low-Density Polyethylene. 
Embedded with UV Inhibitors to protect against sun fade. 
Manufacturing: Rotational Molded for strength & 
durability 
Colors: Sandstone, Millstone, Gray Granite, Blackstone, 
Rich Terra Cotta 
Stackable: Yes 
Winterized: Yes  
100% Made in the USA 

Blackstone, 





EP 1051 Seat

SPECIFICATIONS
Frame : 10mm (3/8") aluminum components

Finish : Polyester powder coated

Slats : 51mm X 152mm (2" X 6") 
Fasteners : Stainless steel

COVERINGS
DFP Select Douglas fir 
JAT Jatoba
IPE Ipe
HWA Select hardwood 

Depth : 567mm (22 1/4")  Length : 692mm (27 1/4")  Height : 450mm (17 3/4")  Weight : 44 kg (97 lbs)
A: 693mm (27 1/4")           B: 468mm (18 1/2")           C: 601mm (23 3/4")          D: 576mm (22 3/4")

This bench must be anchored. Make sure there is a 10mm (3/8") gap between each pieces of furniture. 
Our warranty applies when our product is properly assembled and anchored.

CONCRETE SLABS AND ANCHORS
7005 1 slab 610mm X 610mm X 152mm (24" X 24" X 6")
QS 4 stainless steel kwik bolts
QAV 4 drop-in anchors with stainless steel theftproof bolts

1/3

A

693mm

 [2714'']

B

601mm

 [233
4'']

468mm

 [1812'']

C

576mm

 [223
4'']

D

Sides A and C : empty profiles

Sides B and D : full metal profiles

















Cast iron contemporary seat with seven hardwood Iroko 

slats as standard.

Length: 2000mm

Width: 600mm

Height: 800mm

Weight: 70kg

Available with either mild steel or recycled 

plastic slats - POA

Also this seat can be supplied with a central 

armrest - POA

Highlighting and crests are available at an extra 

cost.

Price per single cast iron framed seat painted in a single 

standard Broxap colour only.

Call our sales team: 01782 564411
Email: info@broxap.com

Web: www.broxap.com

Broxap Ltd., Rowhurst Industrial Estate, Chesterton, Newcastle-under-Lyme, Staffordshire, ST5 6BD

All dimensions are in millimeters, weights in kilograms and capacities in litres, are approximate and do not form any part of the contract. All prices are guide prices only and 

should be used for estimating purposes only. Broxap Limited reserve the right to change the design, specification or price of any item sold at any time. 

All prices exclude VAT and delivery.
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Tree Wells

World Recycling Surfacing Group
4000 Barranca Parkway Suite 250

Irvine, CA 92604

www.rubberway.com 
Tel: (877) 288-0045

No Heavy Metal Leaching
Seamless an

Rubberway re environmentally conscious option 
for  tree wells, and are a safe solution for 
public walkways. 

are porous, allow  moisture 
to pass through, managing storm water and recharging 
groundwater  the health of existing tree roots.
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